Behavioral Selling
in a multi-dimensional world

Behavioral Selling

Top Sales Professionals
know what makes their
Customers “Tick” and
ultimately “Buy”
Behavioral Needs
A person’s Behavior Style determines how they
like to give and receive communication. Each of
the four Behavioral Dimensions has distinct
preferred ways of being treated and predictable
ways of thinking, behaving and feeling.

Motivators
While Behavior Styles determine HOW people do
things, Motivators are WHY people do the things
they do. Motivators determine the activities and
conversations people enjoy and the careers they
choose. People do things for their reasons, not
yours.

Cultural Influences
When selling or sourcing globally or interacting
with your international counterpart, a lack of
awareness of cultural diﬀerences can result in
oﬀending someone without realizing it and shut
down the opportunity to make a positive
connection.

The Most Powerful Influences on the Buying
Decision lie Beneath the Tip of the Iceberg
The ability to build strong long-term relationships with customers is the
cornerstone for profitable growth and increasing market share. But why is it
easier to build those relationships with some customers while almost impossible
with others?
Research supports the the argument that there is a tendency for buyers to trust
and generally feel more comfortable with a salesperson who is similar to
themselves in the way they think and act. Experienced negotiators emphasize
the need to develop rapport, a shared state of positive emotion and regard, to
build trust and cooperation necessary to come to agreement.
Research further demonstrates that sales increase when the salesperson
recognizes what drives the buyer and adapts their sales approach to his or her
behavioral preferences. These preferences, expectations and “wants” are the
hidden influences that lie beneath the Tip of the Iceberg and are unique to the
individual you are dealing with.
This highly informative and entertaining seminar explores the powerful
psychological triggers that are what truly prompt us to say “yes” or “no”.

The New “Golden Rule”
A seller’s behavior either attracts the customer or can create an emotional
barrier between you that causes communication and the chances of making the
sale to shut down.

"What we h
ave here, is
a
failure to co
m municate”.
~Co ol Han d
Luke

Why are some salespeople more successful at winning business than others?
They have learned the old adage “Treat others the way YOU like to be treated”
doesn’t apply in today’s world. They have learned a more eﬀective approach is to
“Treat others the way THEY like to be treated”.

Behavioral Needs
The D.I.S.C. Behavioral Insights Profile measures behavior across
four primary dimensions:

DRIVE
Shapes the environment
by overcoming obstacle
to accomplish results.

INFLUENCE

STEADINESS

COMPLIANCE

Shapes their environment
by influencing or
persuading others

Shapes their environment by
cooperating with others within
existing circumstances

Works conscientiously within
existing circumstances to
ensure quality and accuracy.

Your core “Style” is the sum of the intensity of all four dimensions and is uniquely your own.
However, it may be completely diﬀerent from your customer’s

You Can’t Read Minds .......
But you CAN read People!
Each Behavioral Style has preferred ways of communicating and making
decisions. But how do you determine what they prefer? Behavioral Selling
provides the manual for recognizing a customer’s Style through body
language, pace, vocal elements, oﬃce décor and other observable clues
that are signals for how to engage them.

People have diverse goals,
fears, perceptions and
expectations.
Recognize the behavioral
signs that tell you what truly
prompts the customer to
say “Yes” or “No”.

Using the wrong approach can create tension and discomfort. The key to
unlocking the doors of communication is to get “into the other person’s
world” and form a common bond by blending with their behavior style. A
common bond is the basis for trust and gaining endorsement. Equip your
sales team with the D.I.S.C.. Universal Language Manual for establishing a
common bond with every buyer.
Through dynamic interactive activities, video and exercises attendees
learn to Recognize, Understand, Appreciate and Adapt to every
Behavioral Style and put the skills to work right away. Participants also
receive their personal
Talent Insights Profile that provides a blueprint for successful interactions
with customers, supervisors, co-workers and personal connections.

People Do Things for Their Reasons,
Not Yours
The 6 Motivators of human behavior were identified in 1928
as determining what we value and gives us satisfaction in life.
We are drawn toward careers, conversations, activities and
people that satisfy our values and motivators.
Our Motivators form a hierarchy :
#1 and # 2 being the primary drivers of our decisions
#3 and # 4 are situational and support #1 and # 2
# 5 and # 6 are indiﬀerent or negative.

Norms & Comparisons Table
Theoretical

Extreme

Utilitarian

Mainstream

Aesthetic

Mainstream

Social

Passionate

Individualistic

Mainstream

Traditional

Mainstream

Theoretical
HIGH

LOW

Utilitarian
HIGH

68% of the population

National Mean

Your Score

The further your score deviates from the national mean, the
more noticeable that motivator is to others.
We tend to be attracted to people who share similar or
compatible motivators, and conflict with those whose #1
motivator is seen as negative by us or is incompatible with our
#1 Motivator. Most personal and professional dilemmas are
caused by conflicts in motivators and values.

The ability to influence others is critical to
anyone in a leadership or sales role

LOW

The “Theoretical” buyer may care more about what you can
teach them about the industry or the latest technology than
they do about “the price”. A high “Social” buyer may be
more motivated to do business with you because your
solution is better for the environment or their end-user.
Whereas the “Traditional” buyer may be more influenced to
do business with you because of the principals and core
values your company embraces.
Understanding your Motivators helps you take more control
of the decisions you make in life. Understanding the drivers
and viewpoints of others enables you to dialogue more
convincingly with anyone.

A Drive for Money and
Productivity. Seeks a
measurable ROI of time,
resources and money.

Individualistic
HIGH

A passion to achieve Position
and Power to influence
others.

LOW

Aesthetic
HIGH

Knowing what drives and inspires your customer enables you
to see the world through their eyes and frame your value
proposition to appeal to their perspective and viewpoints.

A passion to Discover,
Systematize and Analyze; a
search for Knowledge.

A Drive for Balance and
Harmony in one’s own life
and beauty in the world.

LOW

Social
HIGH

LOW

A Drive to help others achieve
their potential. A passion to
eliminate hate and conflict in
the world.

Traditional
HIGH

LOW

A Drive for Order and a set of
Principals or System for living.

Benefits

What you Receive

DISCover your Selling Strengths

A TII Talent Insights Profile
• Behavioral Style Analysis
• Motivators Hierarchy Analysis
• Unique Strengths and Talents
• Time Wasters
• Avoidance Behavior
• Sales Skills Strengths

Identify the Buyer’s Style you tend to blend
with and how to adapt to those you don't!
•How to leverage your
Strengths to increase
sales.
•Learn how the Six
Motivators that drive
human behavior
influence the buying
decision.
• Discover how the customer perceives you.
• Discover the Hierarchy of your Motivators:
how they eﬀect your career choices and
provide you satisfaction in life.

D.I.S.C. Sales Strategies
Planner
Modifying your approach
to the buyer’s Style in
each step in the phase
of the sales process.
How to Mind Read
your Customer

• How to successfully influence others and
tailor your sales approach to the
customer’s perspective.

CALL or EMAIL STEPHANIE TODAY for Pricing and Availability

Stephanie Lease, CPBA, CPVA

(310) 271-9005
stephanie@infocustraining.com

